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ABSTRACT 

 

Sri Alfiyunita Hamid. 321 409 162. 2016. Movie Lines Quoting Characterization 

Portrayed in Jodi Picoult’s Novel “House Rules”. Skripsi. English Department, Letters 

and Culture Faculty, Gorontalo State University. It was supervised by Karmila 

Machmud, M.A, Ph.D and Farid Muhamad, S.Pd, M.A 

 

The research was focused on the using of movie quotes of the two characterizations, the 

character with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and characters non autism utterances 

portrayed on Jodi Picoult’s “House Rules” novel. Aim of the research was to identify the 

meaning of characters movie lines’ utterances and the objectives was to obtain the 

significance of Jacob Hunt, the central character with ASD portrayal through comparison of 

quoting characterization. The research was a qualitative and emphasized on interpretation of 

the sign by using Morrisian semiotics pragmatics and categorized using the insight works of 

Prizant and Rydell’s functional delayed echolalia and social movie quoting of Richard 

Jackson Harris et al. The distinction of autism character’s quoting movie lines highlighted on 

the frequency of the quoting which 36 of 41 utterances identified as Jacob Hunt’s using of 

movie quotes. In addition, the signs use identification presented the autism character has both 

functional criteria of delayed echolalia while the other characters is on communicative 

function but can’t designate has echolalia and can’t meet the DSM-5 criteria of ASD. 

Additionally, social movie quoting’s reason of quoting correlate with the functional of 

delayed echolalia in signs’ use. Therefore, the signs effects and causes are different in both 

characterizations. Furthermore, characters’ quoting movie line, in particular Jacob Hunt 

character is coherent with the ASD categorization and the characterization supports the plot 

as well as the theme of House Rules novel indeed. Thus, the portrayal of ASD character and 

the tendency of quoting movie line considered realism. 
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